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1. Introduction 

The aim of the paper is to present a conception of Czech Lexical Database (CLD) that should later 
become a basis for the new representative Czech dictionary. The main purpose of this enterprise is to 
build a representative Czech Lexical Database that would serve as a source of  lexical information and 
also as a partial knowledge representation in various NLP applications (Ingria, Boguraev, Pustejovsky,  
1992, p.341-365)1. The basic units in CLD can be either single lemmata like G P��KRXVH� or standard 
collocations as e.g. vysoká škola (university). The assumed size of the designed CLD is approximately 
50 000 entries and we set as our primary task to concentrate on Czech verbs as much as possible, i.e. 
the number of the described verbs should be about 20 000 (40 % of CLD size, when the estimated 
number verbs in Czech is about 40 000 items). This is based on the fact that the verbs represent the 
main relational element in natural languages around which the other elements, mostly nouns, are 
centered.  
 
2. The basic structure of CLD  

It can be described by a DTD (most probably designed in XML) that will consist of the following 
parts (fields,  see e.g. Faber, Usón 1999, p.20)2: 

a1) <phonological (phonetic) information> about the sound structure of the expressions 
constituting a given entry. This in fact means that we will be trying to develop the (parallel) speech 
database for Czech that would form a data collection for building the algorithms able to process speech 
signals, as e.g. speech recognition, synthesis and encoding, as well as recognition and verification of 
the speaker. The speech database data will be appropriately included in the lexical database. Some 
interesting tasks have to be solved in this respect: particularly, additional word forms will have to be 
generated by the speech synthesis module since it would be virtually impossible to account for all 
forms of all words in the lexical database: there are approximately 5–5.5 million word forms in Czech). 

a2) <morphological information> about the structure of the entry (for Czech) – it will yield the 
information about POS and all the respective grammatical categories associated with that POS plus the 
information about the basic segmentation. For nouns this can be captured  by <a code of the respective 
inflectional paradigm> since we assume that a morphological analyzer/generator AJKA will be 
integrated into CLD (6HGOiþHN�� ����)3 that would offer the morphological information on demand 

                                                        
1 Ingria R, Boguraev B, Pustejovsky J 1992 Dictionary/Lexicon. in Encyclopedia of Artifical 
Intelligence (ed. by Shapiro S. C.), New York, John Wiley, pp.341-365. 
2 Faber P, Usón R, M 1999 Constructing a Lexicon of English Verbs. Berlin – New York, de Gruyter.   
3 6HGOiþHN�5������0RUIRORJLFNê�DQDO\]iWRU�SUR�þHãWLQX��0RUSKRORJLFDO�DQDO\VHU�IRU�&]HFK���'LSORPD�
Thesis, Faculty of Informatics, Brno. 
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(dynamically). For verbs this typically includes 8 categories (attributes): <negation>, <person>, 
<number>, <tense>, <mode>, <voice>, <aspect> and <gender>. Their values would be accessed 
dynamically through  the <inflectional paradigm code of the verb>. To get this information the 
morphological analyzer/generator will be used in a similar way as for nouns. Also word formation 
information will be included here in a subfield and it should show the relevant formally justified links 
between the respective entries including their semantic consequences, cross POS relations like the 
direction of derivation (as in práce Å pracovat (work Å to work)). This poses a task how to formulate 
the word derivation rules as formally as possible (see below Klímová, Pala, 2000, p.987-991),   

a3) <senses1...n>  where for each sense the following should be given: 
a3.2) <semantic features> that can be associated with an entry – possibly based on EuroWordNet 

Top Ontology and hypero/hyponymy hierarchies (trees) or their parts (subtrees or clusters) (Vossen, 
1999)4. It is to be examined  how large parts of the trees or subtrees can be employed – we estimate that 
the plausible number of the nodes used here may be about 5, 

a3.3 <descriptions using genus proximum (hypero/hyponymic relationships)> and distinguishers 
(differentia specifica), will be given typically for the entries containing nouns. In fact the genus 
proximum definitions can be viewed as subsets of  the hypero/hyponymy trees where only two nodes 
are considered. The distinguishers represent a sort of problem: in our view they quite successfully resist 
to the attempts to formalize them. This can be demonstrated by the fact that the particular dictionaries 
differ most in the way in which they treat the distinguishers – there is no general agreement as to what 
distinguishers should or should not be selected and included in the particular entries.   

a3.4 <semantic classes> – for verbs the genus proximum definitions may not work as reliably as 
for nouns or they  may be used reliably only for a small number of them, therefore we suggest here to 
indicate a semantic class a verb belongs to. In this respect we are preparing a semantic classification of 
Czech verbs similar to Levin‘s  (Levin, 1995)5 though in Czech this task seems to appear more 
complicated because of the category of aspect (thanks to this Czech verbs regularly occur in pairs). On 
the other hand, it is also obvious that the semantic classes of verbs are closely related to the valency 
frames (verb frames) and we set as our task to reflect these links in the database as well.   

a3.1 <synset> that can be found for a given lexical unit (entry, lemma), possibly in WordNet 
fashion. The reason for having synsets follows from the fact that the relation of synonymy (and 
antonymy) can serve as one of  few relatively reliable ways of the characterization of meaning  

a4) <syntactic information> about the combinatorial properties of the entry and the expressions 
that are related to it. It is obvious that typically the syntactic properties of the given item are strongly 
related to the particular sense of the entry and they distinguish it from the other senses. The information 
given in this field will be captured through <valency frames> for all the POS where it makes sense, i.e. 
for verbs, nouns, adjectives, numerals and also some adverbs. It is evident that in this respect we have 
to distinguish syntactic (or superficial) valency frames that in Czech will include the combinatorial 
information about the morphological cases (there are seven of them in Czech) and semantic (or deep) 
valency frames containing the necessary information about the semantic cases (roles) that are expressed 
by the morphological cases. The notation linking syntactic and semantic valencies is indicated in the 
examples below, however we take it as preliminary since the final inventory of deep cases for Czech 
has not been established  yet (see e.g. Fillmore and Atkins, 1998, p. 417-423)6 . 

That is not all, in our view it is also very useful to include the particular lexical information in the 
valency frames. Typically, it is not enough to know just the respective values of morphological 
(superficial) cases but  their lexical "cast" as well, see e.g. the vital difference between two accusatives 
occurring in GUåHW�Y�UXFH�NQLKX��KROG�D�ERRN�LQ�WKH�KDQG� and GUåHW�WYDr (to mantain, keep the shape). It 
can be objected that the semantic valencies should capture these differences in the senses but for 
practical NLP applications it certainly appears to be practical to have this kind of information in CLD 
in an explicit form. 

a5) <local contexts>, i.e. contexts typical of the given entry, e.g. hezká dívka (pretty girl), or 
šikovný chlapec (smart boy) etc., they will be obtained from the corpus. 
a6) <examples or typical uses>, e.g. GUåHW�NQLKX�Y UXFH��WR�KROG�D�ERRN�LQ�WKH�KDQG���RWRþLW�KODYX��WR�
turn the head), we should get them from the corpus texts, 

a7) <collocations> with appropriate subcategorizations, i.e. an attempt has to be made to find a 

                                                        
4 Vossen P et al. 1999 Final Report on EuroWordNet-2, 2D041. CD ROM, v.1, Amsterdam, University 
of Amsterdam. 
5 Levin B 1995 English Verb Classes and Alternations. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press. 
6 Fillmore Ch, Atkins B 1998 FrameNet and Lexicographic Relevance, in Proceedings of the First 
National Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation. (eds. Rubio A, Gallardo N, Castro R, 
Tejada A) , vol. 1, Paris, ELRA, pp. 417-423. 
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semantic classification of the collocations. We will not go into details here but it can be shown that it 
would be very useful to have e.g. the verbal collocations classified in accordance with the semantic 
classes of verbs mentioned above. Similar technique can be applied to the noun collocations as well but 
we are aware of the fact that this task will require a lot of corpus data and their laborious analysis.  
a8) <pragmatic information> – more structured information about the register and stylistic properties of 
the item including the regional information and other data, however, we would like to cover only the 
basic types of this information, 
a9) <origin> – i.e. short etymological information related to the item, 

a10) <logtype> – this field will include the information about the logical type of the item based on 
the Transparent Intensional Logic (TIL) (Materna 20007, Pala 2000, p.109-114)8. In TIL the types are 
built on the ramified theory of types which, we hope, may lead to formally more consistent semantic 
representations of NL expressions. This together with hierarchic hypero/hyponymic structures will 
enable us to use CLD also as a part of the knowledge representation systems. We would like to try to 
establish the relations between EuroWordNet Top Ontology and Type Ontology as defined within TIL. 
This should yield more precise and less arbitrary semantic classifications for the semantic hierarchies, 
semantic relations and semantic features as well though on the other hand we are aware that this 
enterprise may also lead to some problems, e.g. it may be feasible only for some entries or parts of 
speech (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs). 

a12) <encyclopedic information> – can be included in CLD where it would be useful or even 
necessary for possible NLP applications, this may hold e.g. for the entries that are related to the 
information technologies.  The question is whether we should look for a kind of knowledge 
representation language that would enable to represent the encyclopedic information or to approach the 
problem pragmatically and to follow the present encyclopedic resources in their current form. In the 
examples below we give only some arbitrary explanations but in the beginning it appears to be more 
reasonable to follow the latter path.  
 
3. Resources for CLD 

  Thanks to favourable situation with regard to Czech National Corpus (CNK, at Charles 
University in Prague, Faculty of Arts – (abbrev. FF UK) and corpus ESO (at Masaryk University in 
Brno, Faculty of Informatics – (abbrev. FI MU) we assume that the building of CLD can be based 
mainly on the CNK and ESO data. Other resources would be used as well, particularly the two existing 
Czech dictionaries:  
1) large Dictionary of Literary Czech  (66-ý������)9, 
2) and smaller Dictionary of Written Czech  (66ý������)10.  

Additional resources will have to be sought as well, particularly other existing dictionaries, 
especially the terminological ones. We are also aware of the fact that a well founded  reader program 
has to be established sooner or later that should be later closely connected with the preparation of the 
New Czech Dictionary. 
 
4. Tools 

  Thanks to the interesting results in the NLP research being performed both at Charles University 
(Institute of Czech National Corpus, Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics, Institute of 
Theoretical and Computational Linguistics) in Prague and Masaryk University in Brno (Faculty of 
Informatics, NLP Laboratory) we have at our disposal a basic set of tools that can be used for building 
CLD.  

  Particularly, we will take advantage of the morphological analyzer AJKA (mentioned above), 
parsers (DIS and GT, äiþNRYi��3RSHOtQVNê��1HSLO��������S����-�����+RUiN��6PUå��������S���-50)11, 
desambiguators (2OLYD��3HWNHYLþ�HW�DO���������S���-8)12, corpus manager and graphical interface using 

                                                        
7 Materna P 2000 Type-theoretical analysis as a preparation of analyzing expressions of a natural 
language. Prague - Brno, Faculty of Informatics MU, manuscript, pp.110. 
8 Pala K 2000 Word Senses and Semantic Representations - Can We Have Both? in Proceedings of 
TSD 2000, Berlin, Springer Verlag, pp.109-114. 
9 6ORYQtN�VSLVRYQpKR�MD]\ND�þHVNpKR��'LFWLRQDUy of Written Czech Language) 1960, Praha, Academia.  
10 6ORYQtN�VSLVRYQp�þHãWLQ\��'LFWLRQDU\�RI�/LWHUDU\�&]HFK��������3UDKD��$FDGHPLD� 
11 äiþNRYi�(��3RSHOtQVNê�/��1HSLO�0������5HFRJQLWLRQ�DQG�7DJJLQJ�RI�&RPSRXQG��9HUE�*URXSV�LQ��
Czech. in Proceedings of CoNLL-2000 and LLL-2000, Lisbon, ACL New Brunswick, pp.219-
225.+RUiN�$��6PUå�3������/DUJH�6FDOH�3DUVLQJ�RI�&]HFK��LQ�3URFHHGLQJV�RI�(IILFLHQF\�LQ�/DUJH-Scale 
Parsing Systems Workshop, COLING'2000, Universitat des Saarlandes, Saarbruecken, pp.43-50.  
12 Oliva K,�3HWNHYLþ�9�HW�DO�������7KH�/LQJXLVWLF�%DVLV�RI�D�5XOH-Based Tagger of Czech. in 
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client-server architecture (Rychlý, 2000)13,  dictionary editor and a browser based on XML format that 
can handle any dictionary converted into XML. The modified version of the browser can be also used 
for processing any WordNet data in a way that is now possible with Polaris database (Vossen, 1999).  

  Other tools include various conversion programs, programs for corpus maintenance and corpus 
preparation, heuristic programs for obtaining valency frames from corpus texts, Czech morphological 
database and programs for automatic word derivation that would capture the word derivation chains 
like XþLW��WR�WHDFK��–�XþHQt��WHDFKLQJ��–�XþLWHO��WHDFKHU��–�XþLWHOND��VKH-teacher) –�XþHQê��VFKRODUO\��– 
XþHQHF� �VFKRODU�� – výuka (tuition, lesson) etc. It has to be decided whether these data should be 
included in CLD directly or rather whether they would be obtained dynamically from the 
morphological module (Klímová, Pala, 2000, p.987-991)14. We touched this question above when 
discussing the morphological information about the entries. In the examples given in the next section 
we have not tried to show the word formation semantic information because we hope that it can be 
obtained dynamically as the output of the word formation engine that is presently being built for Czech 
at NLP Lab. at Faculty of Informatics MU.  
 
5. Conclusions 

In this short contribution we have presented the underlying assumptions from which building 
Czech Lexical Database can start. We are aware of the fact that a number of the discussed points will 
have to be elaborated more deeply and systematically to obtain fully applicable results. This explains 
the fact that the examples of the entries are in several points rather tentative skeletons than full and 
complete entries. However, it is our hope that the described techniques, resources and tools will allow 
us to reach our goal.  
 
5.1 An example15   
   
An example of the entry for the Czech verb GUåHW��KROG��follows: 
�HQWU\��GUåHW!! 
<mf <k5> <eA> <nS> <pI> <t*> <m*> <aI> <paradigm code>> 
<sense:1 <def: uchopovat rukou, mít v ruce>> 
         <val: <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj<k3Q FRc4> <ins<<k7vc6> <k1rucec6>>> 
         <synset: <uchopovat> <mít v ruce> > 
����������VIHDW���þLQQRVW!�����!����:1-like) 
         <semclass: <3.1> %(verbs of holding and keeping)  
�����������FRQWH[WV���GUåHW�GYH H��G��SLVWROL�Y�UXFH!���!����H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
             <collocation: <> <>  >  %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
               <style: written> 
                  <etym:  …             > 
���������������������ORJW\SH��Y]WDK�PH]L�GY PD�LQGLYLGXL��UHODWLRQ-in-intension between two individuals> 
    <encyc��UXND�MH�þiVW�OLGVNpKR�W OD�QHER�URERWD!�! 
 
�VHQVH����GHI��EêW�SHYQRX�VRXþiVWt�MLQpKR�REMHNWX!! 
         <val <obj<k1c4> <ins<<k7c6> <k1c6>>> 
����������V\QVHW���EêW�IL[RYiQ!��EêW�XSHYQ Q!�! 
         <sfeat <...> <mero...> %(WN-like) 
          <semclass: <3.2>   %(verbs of holding )  
������������FRQWH[WV���RPtWND�GUåt!�!����H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
��������������FROORFDWLRQV���K HEtN�GUåt!��!��!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLRQ� 
               <style: written> 
                 <etym: …              > 
                   <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual >> 

                                                                                                                                                               
Proceedings of TSD 2000, Berlin, Springer Verlag, pp.3-8. 
13 5\FKOê�3������.RUSXVRYp�PDQDåHU\�D�MHMLFK�HIHNWLYQt�LPSOHPHQWDFH��&RUSXV�0DQDJHUV�DQG�WKHLU�
Effective Implementation). Ph.D. Dissertation, Brno, Faculty of Informatics MU. 
14 Klímová J, Pala K 2000 Application of WordNet ILR in Czech Word-formation. In Proceedings of 
LREC Conference, Athens, ELRA, pp.987-991. 
 
15 Note that in the examples English is used to describe the fields, however, we doubt whether it makes 
sense to translate Czech lexical data within the fields.  We decided not give the translations and to offer 
the necessary explanations during the poster session when discussing the particular points.  
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                �HQF\F���XSHYQ Qt�REMHNWX�VH�SURYiGt�OHSHQtP��]DWOXþHQtP!�! 
 
<sense:3 <def: zachovávat tvar>> 
         <val <obj<k1klouboukc1>> <forma<k1tvarc4> >> 
         <synset: <] VWiYDW�Y�SHYQpP�WYDUX!��QHP QLW�IRUPX!�! 
         <sfeat <...> <...> > %(WN-like) 
         <semclass: <3.3> %(verbs of maintaining and keeping shape)  
��������������FRQWH[WV���YODV\�GUåt�ID]yQX!�!����H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
                  <collocations:��SXN\�GUåt!��!��!��UR]W tGLW�SRGOH�W\S � 
                     <style: written> 
                        <etym: …              > 
                             <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual >> 
                     <encyc:  platí pro objekty jako šaty, vlasy> > 
 
<sense:4 <def: zachovávat polohu>> 
         <val <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj<k1W ORc4>> <mod<k6xMURYQ > >> 
����������V\QVHW���EêW�YH�VWHMQp�SROR]H!��QHP QLW�SRORKX!�! 
         <sfeat <...> <...> >  %(WN-like) 
          <semclass: <4.1> %(verbs of keeping a position)  
�������������FRQWH[WV���GUåHW�W OR�Y]S tPHQ !�!����H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
����������������FROORFDWLRQV���GUåHW�KODYX�QDG�YRGRX!��!�!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLRQ� 
                    <style: written> 
                       <etym:  …         > 
                          <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual >> 
�������������������������������HQF\F��SODWt�SUR�SRORKX�OLGVNpKR�W OD!�! 
 
�VHQVH����GHI��YODVWQLW�S GX!! 
         <val <ag<k1vlastníkc1>> <obj<k1majetekc4> > > 
����������V\QVHW���YODVWQLW�S GX��VSUDYRYDW�PDMHWHN!�! 
         <sfeat <...> <...> > %(WN-like) 
           <semclass: <2.1> %(verbs of possesion)  
����������������FRQWH[WV���GUåHW�]DKUDGX!�!���H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
                  <collRFDWLRQV���GUåHW�E\W!��GUåHW�G P!��!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLRQ� 
                      <style: written> 
                            <etym: ….              > 
                                 <logtype: <vztah mezi individui, relation-in-intension>> 
������������������������������������������HQF\F��YODVWQtNHP�MH�þORY N��REMHNWHP�QHPRYLWRVW!�! 
 
<sense:7 <def: >> 
         <val <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj<k1]Yt DWDc4> >> 
����������V\QVHW���S VWRYDW!��FKRYDW!�! 
         <sfeat <...> <...> >  %(WN-like) 
            <semclass: <5.1> %(verbs of growing)  
����������������FRQWH[WV���EDELþND�GUåt�VOHSLFH!�!����H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
���������������������FROORFDWLRQV���GUåHW�GRE\WHN!��!��!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLRQ� 
                           <style: written> 
                                <etym: …           > 
                         <logtype: <vztah mezi individui, relation-in-intension>> 
                     �HQF\F���REMHNW\�MVRX�]Yt DWD!�! 
 
<sense:8 <def: rezervovat>> 
         <val <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj<k1þORY Nc3>> <loc<k1místoc4>> > 
         <synset: <rezervovat, obsadit>  > 
         <sfeat <...> <...> >  %(WN-like) 
            <semclass: <6.2> %(verbs of reservation and booking)  
������������������FRQWH[WV���GUåt�QiP�PtVWR�Y�SR DGt!�!���H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSus) 
�����������������������FROORFDWLRQV���GUåHW�NRPX�PtVWR!��!��!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLRQ� 
                        <style: written> 
                           <etym: …              > 
                               <logtype: <vztah mezi individui, relation-in-intension> > 
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                                   <encyc: platí pro místo v GRSU�SURVW HGNX�QHER�Y�VH]QDPX!�! 
 
 
 
<sense:8 <def: oblíbit si koho, preferovat koho>> 
         <val <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj <<k7na> <k1þORY NDF�!!�_��Y F���N�tenisc4>>> 
         <synset: < oblíbit si koho, preferovat koho >  > 
         <sfeat <...> <...> > %(WN-like) 
            <semclass: <7.2.> %(verbs of emotional attitudes, liking)  
����������������FRQWH[WV���RQ�QD��QL�GUåt!�!���H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
                ����FROORFDWLRQV���GUåHW�QD�VHVWUX!��!��!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLRQ� 
                      <style: written> 
                         <etym: …              > 
                               <logtype: <vztah mezi individui, relation-in-intension> > 
��������������������HQF\F��SODWt�SUR�PtVWR�OLGL�QHER�þORY ND�D�Q MDNê�REOtEHQê�REMHNW��SHQt]H�!�! 
 
�VHQVH����GHI��GUåHW�V�NêP!! 
         <val <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj<k7sc7> k1þORY Nc7>>  > 
����������V\QVHW���GUåHW�V NêP��GUåHW�VSROX��EêW�V NêP�Y�SDUW !��! 
         <sfeat <...> <...> >  %(WN-like) 
           <semclass: <8.4>  %(verbs of social grouping)  
����������������FRQWH[WV���GUåHW�SDUWX!�!���H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
�������������������FROORFDWLRQV���GUåHW�V�NRPXQLVW\!��!��!�����VHPDQWLF�FODVV�RI�D�FROORFDWLon) 
                      <style: written> 
                         <etym: …              > 
                            <logtype: <vztah mezi individui, relation-in-intension> > 
                                   <encyc: platí pro místo v GRSU�SURVW HGNX�Qebo v seznamu> > 
 
<sense:9 <def: uchopovat rukou, mít v ruce>> 
         <val: <ag<k1þORY Nc1>> <obj<k3Q FRc4> <ins<<k7vc6> <k1rucec6>>> 
         <synset: <uchopovat> <mít v ruce> > 
����������VIHDW���þLQQRVW!�����!����:1-like) 
         <semclass: <3.1> %(verbs of holding and keeping)  
�����������FRQWH[WV���GUåHW�GYH H��G��SLVWROL�Y�UXFH!���!����H[DPSOHV�IURP�FRUSXV� 
             <collocation: <> <>  >  %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
               <style: written> 
                  <etym:  …             > 
���������������������ORJW\SH��Y]WDK�PH]L�GY PD�LQGLYLGXL��UHODWLRQ-in-intension between two individuals> 
    �HQF\F��UXND�MH�þiVW�OLGVNpKR�W OD�QHER�URERWD!�! 
 
 
5. 2 Example of the entry for Czech noun hlava (head): 
 
<entry <hlava>> 
<mf <paradigm code: 47a> <<k1> <gF> <nS> <c1>> > 
<sense:1 <defgenprox��þiVW�W OD!! 
               <difspec:  > 
         <val <<k1hlavac1>  <k1þORY NDc2>> <<k2psíc1> <k1hlavac1>> > 
         <synset: <kebule> <palice> <šiška>> 
����������VIHDW��KROR��W OR!��PHUR��W OR��RþL��QRV��WYi H��~VWD!�!��:1-like 
          <contexts: <lidská hlava> >  %(examples from corpus) 
            <collocations: <c1> <c2> …<cn> >   %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
                <styl: written> 
                   <etym: ... > 
                      <logtype: property of an individual> 
        �������������HQF\F��SODWt�SUR�KODYX�þORY ND��]Yt HWH�QHER�URERWD!�! 
 
<sense:2 <def: rozum, mysl>> 
               <difspec:  > 
        <val <<k1hlavac1> <k7nac4> <k1fyzikuc4>> <<k2chytrác1>  <k1hlavac1>> > 
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   ������V\QVHW���P\VO!��Y GRPt!�! 
        <sfeat <hyper: abstr>   > %WN-like 
        <contexts: <chytrá hlava> >  %(examples from corpus) 
         <collocation: <c1> <c2> …<cn>  >   %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
               <styl: written> 
                    <etym: …   > 
                        <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual> 
    <encyc: sídlo myšlení, inteligence u lidí> > 
 
<sense:3 <defgenprox: šéf, vedoucí skupiny>> 
               <difspec:  > 
        <val <<k1hlavac1> <k1podnikuc2> > > 
���������V\QVHW���ERVV!��QiþHOQtN!�! 
���������VIHDW��K\SHU��KXP!��K\SR��SRG t]HQê!���!��:1-like 
        <contexts: <hlava mafie> >  %(examples from corpus) 
          <collocations: <hlava rodiny> <c2> …<cn> > %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
             <style: <written> 
               <etym: …              > 
                  <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual> 
    <encyc: v KLHUDUFKLFNp�RUJDQL]DFL��ILUP ��YOiG !�! 
 
�VHQVH����GHIJHQSUR[���S HGQt�þiVW�S HGP WX!! 
               <difspec:  > 
        <val <<k1hlavac1>  <k1kolac2>> > 
        <synset: <výstupek> <> > 
        <sfeat: <hyper: objekt> <hypo: >  > %WN-like 
        <contexts: <hlava šroubu> >  %(examples from corpus) 
         <collocations: <c1> <c2> …<cn> >   %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
             <style: written> 
               <etym: …     > 
                  <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual > 
                  <encyc: technical component> > 
 
<sense:5 <defgenprox:  jednotka textu >> 
               <difspec:  > 
        <val <<k1hlavac1> <k1zákonac2 >>> 
        <synset: <oddíl, kapitola v knize> <> > 
        <sfeat: <holo: kniha> <mero: paragraf>  > %WN-like 
        <contexts: <hlava 22> > %(examples from corpus) 
           <collocations: <> <>  >  %(+ semantic class of a collocation) 
            <style: written> 
               <etym: …              > 
                 <logtype: vlastnost individua, property of an individual > 
���������������������HQF\F��REVDK�NQLK\�VH�þOHQt�QD�MHGQRWN\�– kapitoly, hlavy >   


